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Conditions ensuring the strong flow-invariance property for a compact set M, 
with respect to the diflerential system Y’ =f(t, x), are considered. An answer to a 
question raised in (Card, Applicable Anal. 10 (1980), 285-293) is given in the case 
of autonomous systems. (’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concepts of a positively invariant set for equation x’ =f’( t, x) plays a 
central role in the theory of ordinary differential equations. Conditions 
ensuring the positive invariance for sets were introduced by Nagumo in 
[21] and further considered and developed by several authors. We quote, 
for instance, the papers by Yorke [28], Bony Cl], Crandall [2], Ladde 
and Lakshmikantham [ 161, Ladde and Leela [ 173, Redheffer and Walter 
[23], and Volkmann [27]. 
In various applications of the theory of differential equations to physical 
sciences and especially to population dynamics, some conditions stronger 
than flow-invariance are required in order to get persistence of the species. 
Namely, given a set A4 in the phase space, we need a trajectory coming 
from the interior of A4 that does not touch fr M, the boundary of M, at any 
finite time and, moreover, that it does not approach fr A4 as t -+ + co. This 
is an important requirement from the point of view of the applications, 
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because the boundary of A4 contains points which represent extinction 
states for the populations. In this context, strongly flow-invariant sets were 
considered by Freedman and Waltman [4], Gard [IS, 91, Gard and 
Hallam [lo], Hallam [ 111, Freedman and Waltman [S, 63, Freedman 
and So [7], Harrison [12], Schuster et al. [24], Hofbauer [13], Hutson 
[14], Hutson and Law [15], and many others. We refer to the papers 
quoted above and to the references cited therein for the pertinent 
applications and for more details from the biomathematical point of view. 
This paper deals with strongly flow-invariant sets both in the sense of 
Gard [S] (i.e., the case of weak persistence [7]) and in the sense of Freed- 
man and Waltman [S] (i.e., the case of strong persistence [7]). Our work 
has been motivated by a question raised in [S, p. 2891 about the possibility 
of obtaining an analog of Bony’s theorem for compact strongly flow- 
invariant sets. Much emphasis is given in the paper to the nonautonomous 
equation. In this case we show (see Theorem 2) that no condition on the 
restriction of f(t, . ) to fr M is sufficient to ensure the strong flow- 
invariance for M (even if A4 is compact). On the other hand, for the 
autonomous system x’=f(x), our main result provides a variant of Bony’s 
theorem allowing us to give an answer to the problem fo Gard. Some 
examples are considered in order to show that the conditions introduced in 
the paper are, in some sense, sharp. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
We denote by 1 .I the euclidean norm deduced by the usual inner 
product ( . / . ) in R”. For x, y E R”, set dist(x, y) = Ix - yl and, if A is a set 
in R”, dist(x; A) = inf(dist(x, y): y E A}. B(x, r) is the open ball with center 
x and radius r and B[x, r] is the closed one. Let R+ = {XE R: x20). If 
W: dom WC IR” -+RandcER,weset[W~c]:={xEdom W: W(x)sc}. 
With a similar meaning, we shah consider the sets [ W = c], [ W < c], and 
[ W2 c]. VW is the gradient of W, wherever it is defined. 
Let J be a real interval, D an open set in R”, and M, contained in D, a 
closed set relative to D in R”, with boundary fr A4 and interior int M con- 
sidered with respect to D. 
We assumef: J x D + R”’ is a continuous map and denote by x( . ; t,, x0) 
any solution of 
x’ =f( t, x) (1) 
with initial data 
x(to) = x0 (2) 
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DEFINITION 1. M is weakly flow-inuariunt for the system (1) if for each 
(t,,x,)~JxM, there is a solution x(,;t,,x,) of (l)-(2) such that 
x(t; t,, x~)EM, for every t in the right maximal interval of existence of 
x( .; to, xo) (cf. WI). 
DEFINITION 2. A4 is flow-invariant for the system (1) if for each 
(t,,x,)EJxM, any solution x( .; t,, x0) of (l)-(2) is such that 
x(t; t,, x0) EM, for every t in the right maximal interval of existence of 
x( .; to, xo) (cf. C161). 
Obviously, when forward uniqueness of solutions to problem (l)-(2) is 
verified, then the above definitions coincide and they agree with the com- 
mon one [ 1, 2, 231. However, for some applications, conditions stronger 
than invariance are needed for M. Hence we consider 
DEFINITION 3. M is strongly Jlow-invariant for the system (1) (according 
to Gard [S]) if, for each (to, x0) E J x int A4, any solution x( . ; to, x0) of 
(l)-(2) is such that 
lim sup dist(x(t; to, x0); fr M) > 0 
I-r- (3) 
holds for any z > to in the closure of the right maximal interval of existence 
of x( . ; to, x0). 
We remark that this condition can be equivalently written [S] as 
x( t; to, x0) E int M, for each t E [to, T) (the right maximal interval of 
existence of x( . ; to, x0)) and 
lim sup dist(x(t; to, x,); fr M) > 0. 
, - T- 
DEFINITION 4. The system (1) is persistent for M if, for each 
(to, x,)EJxint M, any solution x( .; to, x0) of (l)-(2) is such that 
lim inf dist(x(t; t,, x0); fr M) > 0 
,+5- (4) 
holds for any T > t, in the closure of the right maximal interval of existence 
of x( . ; to, x0). 
This definition corresponds to the strong flow-invariance introduced by 
Freedman and Waltman in [S]. The concepts considered by Definitions 3 
and 4 generalize those known in the literature as weak persistence and 
strong persistence (with respect o M), respectively (see, e.g., [7]). We note 
that in the case of M compact, it would be sufficient o verify conditions (3) 
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and (4) with respect to fr(int M) which (generally) is a smaller set than 
fr M. 
Some relationship among the definitions is obvious. If M is strongly 
flow-invariant according to Freedman and Waltman, M is strongly flow- 
invariant (according to Gard). If A4 is strongly flow-invariant int M is 
flow-invariant. If M is flow-invariant, M is weakly flow-invariant. There are 
well-known examples showing that none of the implications can be rever- 
sed. The example in [20], for instance, can be suitably modified in order to 
produce a system verifying (3) but not (4), with respect o the first orthant. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
From now on, we assume J= [a, h) (possibly b = + co). Actually, this is 
the only nontrivial situation. Indeed, the case of J upper bounded and 
upper closed can be considered as an easy corollary of Lemma 1 below. 
Let D and A4 be as in Section 2 and let ( I/r)it, be a family of 
Cl-functions and Vi: D + IF?, such that: 
(i) Mc [V,sO],for every iE1, 
(ii) for each u E fr M, there is i E I such that V,(u) = 0, 
(iii) VV,(x) # 0, for all i E I and x E [Vi = 0] n M. 
Whenever this happens we shall say that M is determined by the family 
( Vi)iG, of bounding functions (cf. [ 18, 193). 
Remark 1. From the previous assumptions, it follows that 
intM=Mn n [V,<O] 
rcl 
In fact, suppose there exists XE int M and Jo I with Vi(x) = 0. Then, 
there is 6 > 0 such that B(x, 6) c M and so Vj( y) 5 0 for y E B(x, 6) (by 
(i)). Hence x is a point of local maximum for V, and so, VI’,(x) = 0 which 
contradicts (iii). Thus we have proved that int Mc nis, [Vi< 01. On the 
other hand, if xEMnniEIIVi<O], by (ii) it follows that x$frM and 
hence x E int M. 
We give some examples explaining the role of the Vi’s in some concrete 
situations. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let M be a convex body (compact convex set with non- 
empty interior). Then, for each u E fr M, there is a vector qU # 0, called the 
outward normal to M at U, such that Mc {XE KY’: (X-U 1 qU) SO} (see 
[ 261). The collection ( VU), E rr M, with V,(x) := (x - u 1 r,rU) defines a family 
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of bounding functions determining A4 (see [ 19, p. 751). Moreover, 
VV,(x) = vu. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A4 be a closed set and assume that for each u E fr M 
there is an outer normal v, to A4 at u according to Bony [l], that is, 
v,#O and B[u+v,, lv,j]nM= {u}. Then, defining as in [22], 
VU(x):=~(IvU~2-]~+vU-x~2), it can be immediately checked that 
(VULGkM is a family of bounding functions determining A4 and 
vv,(x)=z4-x+vu. Observe also that [V,=O]nM= {a}. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let W: D -+ [w be a Cl-function and let M = [ W2 01. 
Moreover, suppose VW(x) # 0 for each x E fr M. Let K be the set of critical 
points of W contained in A4, i.e., K = {x E M: VW(x) = 0). K is a closed set 
in D with Kcint M. Then (by partition of unity [25]) there is a 
Cl-function tj: D -+ R+ such that +(x) = 1 for XE K and supp $ c int M, 
so that $(x) = 0 for x 4 M. Hence V := - W- $ is a bounding function 
determining A4 such that fr A4 = [ V = 01. Remark that M = [ V 5 0] and 
V V = -VW on a neighborhood of fr M. 
Our first auxiliary result is essentially taken from [ 18, Theorem 7.41. We 
give a short proof for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let (V,)rE, he a,family of C’-functions, Vi: D + R, satisfying 
(i). Assume 
(iv) for each u E fr M, there is ie I such that V,(u) = 0 and 
(f(t, 24) / VV,(u))<O for all tEJ. 
Then int M is flow-invariant with respect to (1). 
ProoJ Let x0 E int h4 and let x( . ) be a solution of (1 t(2) for which the 
right maximal interval of existence is [to, T). 
Suppose there is iE (to, T) such that x(t) E int M for t, 5 t < i and 
x(7) E fr(int M) c fr M. Set f = x(i). By hypothesis (iv) there is iE I such 
that V,(a) = 0 and (f (i, 2) I VV,(X)) < 0. But, according to (i), V,(x(t)) 50 
on [to, i] and therefore, computing the left derivative of V,(x(t)) for t = i, 
one has (f (1, 2) 1 VI’,(X)) 2 0, a contradiction. 1 
Now we can prove our main result on strongly flow-invariant sets. In 
order to agree with Definitions 3 and 4 and to avoid trivial situations, we 
shall suppose henceforth that int Mf 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact set and let ( Vi)ie, be a family of 
C’-functions, Vi: D + R verifying (i) and (ii). Assume 
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(v) foreuery(t,i,x)suchthatt~Ju(b},i~Z,andx~[Vi=0]nM, 
lim SUP (f(s, Y) I vvi(V)) < 0. 
S-I 
Then (1) is persistent for A4 (and hence A4 is strongly flow-invariant). 
Remark 2. We observe that condition (v) is verified if both 
(v’) (f(t,x)IVV,(.x))<Ofor teJ, FEZ, andxE[V,=O]nMand 
(V”) limsuP,+b-,intM3y+.x (f(t,y)IVV,(y))<Ofor teJ, FEZ, and 
XE [vj=o] nM 
hold. 
Indeed, (v) is equivalent to (v’) n (v”) if (v’) is assumed to be satisfied 
for XE [Vi= 0] n cl(int M). We also note that (iii) follows from (v’), so 
that ( Vi)ie, is a family of bounding functions determining the set M. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume cl(int M) = A4 (where cl( . ) is the closure 
in D). First of all, we observe that 
viez, 3q>o: (f(t,y) 1 VV;(y))<O, VtsJ,VyE[Viz --Ei]nintM (*) 
holds. 
Indeed, suppose (*) is not true. Then, an index iE Z exists such that for 
every n E N, there are t, E J and y, E [Viz - l/n] n int M verifying 
(f( t,, y,) 1 VVi( y,)) 2 0. Since M is compact, we can assume (if necessary 
passing to a subsequence) that y, -+ z and t, -+ r, with ZE M and 
r E Ju {b}. By (i), - l/n 5 Vj( y,) 5 0 and so the continuity of V, implies 
z E [Vi = 01. Therefore we have 
lim sup (f(t, y) I vvi(Y)) 2 lim SUP (At,, Y,) I Vvi(y,)) 10, 
I-r ,I- +a; intM3y-z 
a contradiction with (v). The claim (*) is proved. 
By Lemma 1, int M is a flow-invariant set. Let t, E J, x0 E int M and let 4 
be a solution of (l)-(2). As M is a compact set and int M is flow-invariant, 
d(t) exists for all t E J with t 2 t,. Since dist(&t); fr M) > 0 for every t < 6, 
we have only to prove that 
lim inf dist(d( t); fr M) > 0. 
1-F 
As x0 E int M, let 6 > 0 be such that B[x,, S] c int A4. We have 
Vi~Z,36,>O:Mn[V,L-6,]nB[x,,6]=0. (**) 
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Indeed, from Remark 1, B[x,, S] c fii,, [Vi < 0] and so, by continuity, 
-6: := sup{ V;( ). x xeB[xo, S]} ~0, for each ill. Hence (**) follows by 
the choice 0 < ai < S:. 
Now define vi := min(e,, Si) and K, := [Vi > --vi] n M, for in Z. Ki is an 
open set in M and UiE, Ki 2 fr M. As fr M is a compact subset of M, we 
can cover fr M by a finite number of Kj’s. Let fr MC lJ;= , K,, and define 
G := M\(U{= , K,). So, G is a compact set with dist(G, fr M) > 0 (observe 
that G and fr M are disjoint compact sets). 
If we take, for in 1, Wi := Vi + vi, then we get 
). 
Denote by IF’, := Wir 1 int ,,,, the restriction of W, to int M. As G is disjoint 
from fr M, G c int it4 and hence G = fi;=, [m, 5 01. 
By (*), VW,(x)=VV,(x)#O, for each x~[W~=O]nintM, so that 
VmJx) # 0 for x E [ I%‘r = 01. Thus int[ tt, 5 0] = [ @, < 01. Moreover, 
since we have a finite family, int G = int( n;= i [ @r 5 01) = n;= i [m, < 01. 
Then, by (*), for every uefr G, there exists r E { 1, . . . . p} such that 
~Ju) = 0 and (f( t, U) 1 V@,.(U)) < 0 for all t E J. Hence int G is flow- 
invariant (as a consequence of Lemma 1). 
Since, for every i E 1, Ki c M n [ Vi 2 - S,], we obtain, according to (**), 
B[x,,G]cD\K, and then G=Mn(n;=, D\K,,)~ll[x,, S]. Therefore 
x,Eint G. Then for tEJand t2 t,, &t)Eint G and so 
dist(& t); fr M) 2 dist(G; fr M). 
We conclude that 
lim inf dist(d(t); fr M) 2 dist(G; fr M) > 0. 
r-h- 
If cl(int M) # M, we apply to the set M’ := cl(int M) the part of the 
theorem just proved, observing that int M’ = int M and M’ c M. Then we 
recall that persistence for M’ implies persistence for M (M being 
compact-see a previous remark). 1 
Remark 3. In the autonomous case, i.e., f(t, x) =f(x), with f’: D + Iw” 
continuous, condition (v) (as well as (v’) and (v”)) is satisfied provided 
that 
(T) (f(u)IVVi(u))<Ofori~Zandu~[Vi=O]nM, 
holds. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let M be a compact set and WE C’(D, l%) be such that 
M= [ WZO]. Suppose that 
(~1) (f(r,u)~VW(u))>OforaZlt~aandu~frMand 
(8) liminf,,,~,i,,Msv-ru(f(t,Y) IVW(Y))>O.for each uefrM 
hold. Then (1) is persistent for M. 
Proof: As shown in Example 3, there exists V: D + IF!, a C’-function, 
such that VV = -VW on a neighborhood of fr M = [ V = 0] and we also 
have M = [I’s 01. Then, applying Theorem 1 to M and the family ( I’} we 
get the result. 1 
Remark 4. In the autonomous case, this corollary gives Theorem 3 of 
Gard’s paper [8], because here condition (/I) is always verified whenever 
(LX) holds (see Remark 3). However, we point out that, in general, 
hypothesis (a) alone is not sufficient to ensure the persistence for Eq. (1) 
nor even the strong flow-invariance for A4, as shown in the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider f: [0, + co) x R + R defined by f( t, x) = -x + 
arctan( Set M = [ -rc/2,7c/2] and let W: Iw + [w be defined by W(x) = 
(7~/2)~ -x2. We have M= [ W 2 01, a compact set and (f(t, u) I VW(u)) = 
2u(u - arctan( t)) > 0 for every t 2 0 and u E fr M = { -n/2, n/2}. As x’ = 
-x + arctan( t) is a first-order linear equation, x(t) = e -’ j& e” arctan ds is 
the (unique) solution with x(0) = 0 lint M. Using Hopital’s rule, we get 
lim ,4 +m x(t)=lim,+ +m eP’(e’ arctan( t)) = n/2 E fr M. Thus M is not 
strongly flow-invariant for the equation x’ =f(t, x) = -x + arctan( t). 
Example 4 also shows that Theorem 3 in [S] is no longer true for non- 
autonomous equations. For the same reason, in our main theorem, 
condition (v) cannot be thrown away. 
A similar argument can be employed to prove that the hypothesis 
“M compact” cannot be dropped out of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
(neither in the autonomous case). Namely, it is sufficient to take in [w’, 
M={x=(x,,x2):.x2~~/2}=[W~0], with W(x)=71/2-x2 andf(x)= 
(1, -x2 + arctan(x Then A4 fails to be a strongly flow-invariant set for 
x’ = f(x). 
Example 4 can be better understood if we note that in the non- 
autonomous case, no copdition on f(t, .)lrcM (the restriction of f(t, .) to 
fr M) is sufficient to ensure the strong flow-invariance for the set M. More 
precisely, we state 
THEOREM 2. For any compact set M and any continuous function 
g: [a, b) x fr M -+ [w”’ there is f: [a, b) x D -+ IF!“’ continuous with f (t, u) = 
109 I?,? I-13 
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g( t, u), for each t 2 a and u E fr M, such that M is not stronglyjlow-invariant 
with respect to Eq. (1). 
Proof: For simplicity we consider b = + co. The proof for b < + CC is a 
straightforward modification of the given one. Let g: [a, + CO) x fr M -+ R” 
be any continuous map. Fix x0 E int M and let U E fr M be such that 
lU - .x0/ = dist(x,; fr M). Such U always exists because fr M is nonempty 
and compact. Let 4: [0, 1 ] + M, defined by d(t) = (1 - t) x0 + ti, be the 
segment joining x0 to U. We have d(t) E int M for each 0 s t < 1. Now, we 
consider the closed set %Y, in [a, + so) x D, 
%?,={(t,x):t~a,x=1$((2/n)arctan(t--a)); 
and define function h on it by 
h(t, &(2/z) arctan(t - a)) := (2/7r( 1 + (t-a)*)) 
x d’( (2/n) arctan( t - a)) = (2/7c( 1 + (t - a)‘))(6 - x0). 
The map g is defined on the closed set %‘* of [a, + co) x D, 
%‘2={(t,x):tza,x~frM} 
and V:‘, and V2 are disjoint. By the Tietze extension theorem, there is a con- 
tinuous function f: [a, + cc ) x D -+ R” such that 
.flv, = h and flf,, =g. 
Observe that x(t) = $((2/7r) arctan(t - a)) is a solution of x’ =f (t, x) 
with x(u) = X~E int M. Moreover, x(t) E int M for each t 2 a. But, 
lim , _ + J; x(t) = U E fr M. Hence M is not strongly flow-invariant with 
respect o (1). 1 
We remark that the same argument works for M a proper closed subset 
of IV. 
As a consequence of this theorem, we have that condition (v) of 
Theorem 1 cannot be substituted for the more natural one 
sup (f (t, u) I VV;(u)) < 0 for iEIanduEIVi=O]nM. (20 
4. THE AUTONOMOUS CASE 
Assume f: D + R” is continuous and consider the problem of strong 
flow-invariance for M with respect o the equation 
x’ =.f(x). (1’) 
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A preliminary version of the next result was announced (without proof) in 
~291. 
COROLLARY 2, Let M be compact and suppose 
(y) for each u E fr M there is a Bony outer normal v, jbr M at u such 
that (f(u) ( v,)<O. 
Then (1’) is persistent for M (and hence M is strongly flow-invariant). 
Proof: Take, in Theorem 1, I= fr M and, for each u E fr M, let 
VU: D+R be defined by V,(x) :=i(lvJ- Iu+v,-xl’), where v, is a 
fixed outer normal for M at u that satisfies (f(u) 1 v,,) < 0. As remarked 
in Example 2, ( VuLefr ,+, is a family of bounding functions determining 
the set M. Moreover, for each uEfrM, [V,=O]nM={u) and 
V,(X)=U+V,-x. Then, for each xE[V,=O]nM and TEJu(b}, 
lim sup t+r,intM3y-r(f(Y) I VVu(Y))=(f(u) IVV,(u))=(f(u)lv,)<o. 
Applying Theorem 1 (see also Remark 2), the goal is achieved. [ 
An example can be easily produced to show that the result fails without 
the compactness of M. 
Remark 5. Corollary 2 answers a question raised in Gard’s paper 
[S, p. 2891 about the possibility to obtain an analog of Corollary 1 (more 
precisely, Theorem 3 in [S]) similar to that of Bony [ 11, for sets without a 
smooth boundary. Our result is not simply Bony’s theorem with strict 
inequalities. The assumptions in [1] concern all outer normals whenever 
they exist, whereas our condition requires that each point of the boundary 
possesses an outer normal with the prescribed property. However, we 
notice that, for strong flow-invariance, condition (y) cannot be replaced 
with (f(u) 1 v,) < 0, for each u E fr M and each outer normal; that is, strict 
inequalities in Bony’s theorem are not enough. According to our result, 
every point of the boundary must possess an outer normal. Otherwise, we 
get an easy counterexample. In fact, set 
x; = -x,, x; = -&X2, (5) 
with O<&<l and let M={x=(x,,x,)~lR~: -l~x,~Ix,l, Ix,l~l}. 
Since solutions of (5) are of the type (xl(t), x2(t)) = (c,e-‘, c2edEf) with cI 
and c2 constants, every solution starting in M (even in Iw’) approaches, as t 
goes to + cc, (0,O) E fr M. So, M is not strongly flow-invariant with respect 
to (5). On the other hand, the condition of Bony’s theorem is verified with 
strict inequalities. Namely, on fr M\ { (0, 0)}, every point u = (ul, u2) has a 
nonempty set N, of outer normals and, as can be checked, (f(u) I vu) = 
((-43 -EZQ) I vu) < 0, for each V,E N, and uefr M\{ (0, O)}. The fact is 
that at (0,O) there is no outer normal for M. 
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5. FINAL REMARKS 
In many significant applications, fr M is a piece of some invariant set 
and therefore the lieldf is tangent to fr M. Hence Theorem 1 cannot be 
immediately applied. Nevertheless, the argument used in the proof of our 
main result shows that what is important is not the behavior off(t, . ) on 
fr M, but its behavior on a neighborhood of fr M in int M. Accordingly, we 
can easily modify the assumptions of Theorem 1 and its corollaries in such 
a way as to weaken the conditions required for f on J x fr M. This can be 
done by combining our arguments with some assumptions imilar to those 
contained in the papers of Hofbauer [ 131 and Hutson [14]. More 
precisely, a possible set of hypotheses for a variant of Theorem 1 can be 
given as follows. 
THEOREM 1’. Let (V,)lt, be a family of bounding functions determining 
the compact set M. Suppose that for each i E I, there are a constant C(~ 2 0 
and a continuous function I+!J~: J x M -+ R such that 
(vi) (f (6 Xl I Vv,(X)) S I v,(X)l”’ Il/itt3 Xl 
holds for all t and x. Moreover, assume 
(vii) for every (t, i,x) such that tcJu {b}, iE1, and 
xEIVi=O]nM, 
lim sup Ic/;(s, y) < 0. 
5+, L”t M 3 I - x 
Then the same conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. 
The proof can be performed following that of Theorem 1 and suitably 
modifying Lemma 1 and the proof of the claim (*). We omit the details as 
they are not difficult. 
We note that for cxi = 0, we get Theorem 1. The choice ~1, = 1 is suitable 
to deal with systems of the form 
xl = xifi(t> x), i = 1, . . . . m. 
The inequality (vi) can be substituted (without) altering the validity of 
Theorem 1’) with 
(vi’) (f (t, x)lVv,(x)) 5 dAl v,(x)l) vQ,(4 xl 
with 4,: R+ -+ R+ any continuous function such that &i(~) > 0 for s > 0. 
For a more detailed discussion of the same topics considered in this 
paper, we also refer the reader to [3]. 
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